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Chapter 1

Early Eager Readers and Their Books

A two-year-old in a car seat entertains herself with hand-me-down copies of Babybug magazine, looking at the pictures and reciting the words. Probably she’s memorized them, possibly she’s reading. A five-year-old in a school library quietly whispers each word in a favorite picture book, following the text with his finger and matching it to the sounds of the story he knows by heart; another reads her favorite picture book to a friend. Bored with listening to her classmates read the class assignment aloud, a third grader reads her own book under her desk. A boy, perhaps in fourth grade, whose goal is to read all the Doctor Doolittle stories, comes day after day to the New York Public Library Central Children’s Room’s historical collection because there are no circulating
copies of most of the sequels. In a public library in Connecticut, a young patron arrives every week with two empty cloth shopping bags. After asking the librarians to recommend titles she hasn’t read yet, she fills them with more books than she can lift. What do these children have in common? They’re all early able, eager readers.

Some years ago a blogger called The Book Whisperer listed some identifying characteristics of children she calls “underground readers,” perhaps because they often seem to live more in the world of their reading than in the classroom. Such children, she says, may “read constantly, often covertly, and choose reading as a pastime.” She describes them as follows:

- They read at an early age.
- They may have taught themselves to read.
- They require less drill to master the reading process.
- They synthesize multiple reading strategies.
- They possess advanced vocabulary knowledge and usage.
- They read three to four times more than most children their age.
- They will continue to read voraciously after the peak reading years (fourth to eighth grades) and into adulthood.
- They may prefer abstract genres like fantasy, read deeply in one genre or topic, or prefer nonfiction to fiction.

Librarians in school and public libraries are often asked to provide suggestions for these children and their parents. So are teachers and caregivers. I asked some librarians and teachers I know to connect me with parents who might be willing to talk about their children’s early, eager reading. These parents were clear about their children’s enthusiasm. One parent said that her daughter “seemed to be born wired for words.” Another described her son, already reading early chapter books in kindergarten: “He would pick up a book and sit down and read for over an hour.” A third told me her daughter “devoured anything she could find.”

But early eager readers are as different from one another as are any other young people. Their reading depends far more on their interest in
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the text than on their skills or chronological age. If they care, they will make enormous efforts. The range of their choices is surprising. They look for highly interesting and challenging books, but they also look for books that are simply fun. They may choose to read everything written by a particular author, or involving a specific character, or about a certain subject. One reads every title in a series; another is satisfied after only two or three.

Many eager readers are quite articulate about their preferences, though they may change from week to week or year to year. Some children realize very early on that they read for character; others like action or a well-constructed plot. One parent told me her daughter enjoyed rewriting and adding to the stories, as older writers of fan fiction do. Others prolong their involvement in the story by dramatizing it, reciting the dialog, imagining what characters would do in a different situation, writing sequels, or writing to the author. They don’t do these things because an adult told them to; they do them spontaneously, extending the enjoyment of the reading experience.

In my research for this book, I had conversations with numerous parents, booksellers, teachers, and librarians who serve such children, and with young people who had been early, eager readers themselves. I looked at lists of suggested titles compiled by libraries that often have such requests, and at lists of good books, and book reviews. Not surprisingly, I found that some of the books that young, eager readers enjoy reading and rereading are classics, books that have been popular for years, even generations, and books that have won awards. But even more often, they are books that meet their personal needs, books on subjects that interest them, and books that are readily available. (Several parents told me that they had been more successful in leading their young readers to a particular title by leaving it around than by suggesting it.)

It is tempting to want to offer an eager reader a book we loved as a child. It can be hard to remember how old we were when we read it, and many of us underestimate the difficulty of books we particularly enjoyed, especially for children living in a different era and with different reading experiences. It’s also tempting to steer these readers to “good”
books—award winners, or books that affirm positive values or that will improve their vocabulary and their understanding of the world. Most adult readers don’t limit themselves to books that are good for them. In fact, most adults who read in their leisure time read for entertainment, not improvement. To develop a lifetime love of reading, children need to read for pleasure.

I read or reread every book I’ve annotated in this bibliography and many of the mentioned sequels. This list of suggestions includes plenty of “good” books, but it also includes numerous titles that are, frankly, forgettable, especially titles introducing popular early chapter book series. These titles may not stretch vocabulary and broaden horizons, but they build reading comfort and reading fluency.

Readers’ advisors expect to see recommended age levels attached to titles. These suggestions take into account a book’s appearance, its subject, the approach, the presentation, and the difficulty of the text. They appear in reviews, on book jackets, in library and store catalogs, and in various rating systems used in schools. As a reviewer, I provide them for readers of book review journals. But for these early readers, a book can’t really be prescribed for a given age. Their appeal and the child’s ability to read them depend far more on the child’s reading and life experiences and on the child’s interests and determination.

Conventional wisdom says that beginning readers look for books with just a few words on each page, without complex sentences or challenging vocabulary. But a five-year-old I know resolutely made her way through the fairy poems of Mary Barker, one poem a night, first choosing the illustration she liked, from a complete collection, and then working out the accompanying words. Another first grader who had barely mastered phonics laboriously sounded out the words from titles that interested him in Scholastic’s Insider books, a nonfiction series designed for much older readers but which had been for several years his favorite bedtime listening.

For the purposes of this bibliography I have offered general interest levels (younger, middle, older) that might suggest when (within the limits of ages four to ten) a book might be of interest to a child who reads
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a lot. These are advisory rather than prescriptive. Books about kindergartners with simple sentences and few words on a page are not likely to appeal to a third- or fourth-grade reader unless they are very humorous. Suspenseful books with three hundred pages won’t work for most second graders—but there is the *Harry Potter* exception. Books you could read aloud to a preschooler, like Kipling’s *Just So Stories*, can be quite a challenge for them to read on their own. So, take my suggestions with a large grain of salt. The bibliographic entries include one company’s measure of text complexity, The Lexile® Framework for Reading. These measures may be particularly helpful in comparing books you don’t know to books you do. An explanation of the system and the ratings from the company’s website follows:

Teachers and parents can best serve a student’s literacy needs when they treat him or her as a unique individual, rather than as a test score or a grade-level norm or average. The reading abilities of young people in the same grade at school can vary just as much as their shoe sizes. However, grade-leveling methods commonly are used to match students with books.

When a Lexile text measure matches a Lexile reader measure, this is called a “targeted” reading experience. The reader will likely encounter some level of difficulty with the text, but not enough to get frustrated. This is the best way to grow as a reader—with text that’s not too hard but not too easy.2

Many librarians use Lexile® measures to connect young readers with books they not only can read but will enjoy, and to help parents, grandparents, caregivers, and even teachers find appropriate reading material for their early, eager readers.

I included original copyright dates. In some cases, I have suggested particular editions, especially of classics presented particularly well and of books that have been revised in some way. Where possible, I’ve given the dates of recent hardcover editions. Many of these titles have even more recent paperback, prebound, or e-book versions for those who pre-
fer those formats. Books go in and out of print so quickly that book buyers will need to check to see what’s currently available.

Finally, although I had a great deal of help along the way, this is just one person’s idiosyncratic selection of what public librarian Karen McPherson jokingly calls “lo-high books”: books for children in lower grades with high reading skills. Another writer might make very different choices. I have tried to make my scope broad, though I’ve left out the whole genre of graphic fiction and nonfiction usually lumped under the heading of graphic novels. I’ve made a point of including authors whose works children might want to explore beyond the titles listed. I’ve had to leave out many titles that would, and do, also appeal to these young, enthusiastic readers. Knowing the child you have in mind is the first consideration in any attempt to find the right book for him or her. This should not be your only guide. The final chapter includes suggestions for other places to seek suggestions of titles and authors that might engage the child you know.
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moving, household, 55–56, 60, 69, 105–106, 201–202
multiracial families, 28, 56, 96–97, 212
murder, 225
museums, 116, 185
music, 85–86, 93
mythical animals, 116–117
mythology. See also folklore
Egyptian, 138
Greek, 124–125, 132, 137–138, 141–142
Norse, 113, 117, 132–133, 220

N
nannies, 55, 210–211
Narnia (imaginary place), 107–108
narrative structure, 9–10
National Book Award for Young People’s Literature, 10–11
National Council of Teachers of English, 12
natural history, 21–22, 167–168
naturalists, 118–119, 154, 177
nature, 36, 38
nature conservation, 181
neighborhoods, 206–207, 217–218
neighbors, 19, 23–24, 26, 56, 57, 69–70
Netherlands, history, 51
New England, 185
Newbery award, 10–11
Nightingale, Florence (1820–1910), 122–123
nonfiction books, 11–12
Norse mythology, 113, 117, 132–133, 220
North Carolina, 225
Norway, 103, 193
Norwegian folklore, 133
Notable Books for Children, 229
Novelist K–12, 230
novels in verse, 35, 77
nursery schools, 26–27
nurses, 122–123

O
ocean travel, 88–89
octopuses, 179
Odysseus (Greek mythology), 142
Ogala Indians, 166
Ojibwa Indians, 149–150
Oklahoma, 178
Oman, 60
Orbis Pictus Award, 12
origami, 214–215
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outer space, 18  
outlaws and robbers, 130–131, 178, 188, 214  
owls, 81  

**P**  
parallel universes, 104  
Paris, France, 90–91, 125  
peddlers, 193  
penguins, 184  
Pensacola, Florida, 55–56  
people with disabilities. See disability  
pets, 29, 35, 67, 184, 196  
picture books, 7–9  
pigs, 23–24, 85, 211  
pioneer and frontier life, 152–153, 156, 162, 178  
pirates, 146  
play, 147  
pleasure, reading for, 3–4  
plots, complicated, 213–214  
poetry  
   American, 34–35, 37–38, 39–40, 41  
   English, 34, 40, 41  
   generally, 12, 33, 35–36, 37, 39, 41–45, 63, 84, 91–92  
   20th century, 41  
   world, 39–40, 42  
poets, 59, 173  
politicians, 185  
ponies, 24  
Poughkeepsie, New York, 219  
Powell, John Wesley (1834–1902), 180  
prejudices, 75, 157–158, 209  
Prince Edward Island, 207–208  
princesses, 102–103, 139–140, 192, 205  
printers, 169  
prisoners, 116  
prodigies, 201  
Puerto Rico, 21–22  
puppets, 34–35  
puzzles, 222–223  

**R**  
rabbits, 82, 90, 190  
raccoons, 80  
railroad stations, 223  
railroads, 150  
rats, 222  
reading comprehension and reading enjoyment, background knowledge and experience as factor in, 228–230  
Reading Rockers, 230  
real places and people, 163–164  
recluses, 217–218  
Redwoods, 168  
Reeves, Bass (1838–1910), 178  
reincarnation, 189  
responsibility, 55  
restaurants, 225  
robbers and outlaws, 130–131, 178, 188, 214  
Robin Hood (legendary character), 130–131  
robots, 223  
Roget, Peter Mark (1779–1869), 167  
roller skating, 22  
Roman mythology, 135  
roosters, 21  
rulers, queens, kings, etc., 102–103, 116  
runaways, 200–201, 216  
rising, 209  

**S**  
sailing, 124  
school buses, 30–31  
school integration in the United States, 161  
science, 42–43  
science fiction, 106, 113–114  
scientists, 169  
Scotland, 97  
sea creatures, 179  
seasons, 36–37, 39  
self-confidence, 71–72  
self-reliance, 77  
September 11 Terrorist Attacks, 2001, 165–166  
series, book, 9. See also specific series  
sex role, 153
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sexual subjects, 15
Shakespeare, William (1564–1616), 61–62, 147–148
shapes, 36, 180–181
shapeshifting, 113
Shirley, Anne (fictitious character), 207–208
short stories, 134–135
Sibert Award, 11–12
silkworms, 75
single-parent families, 48–49, 50, 99, 204
skating, 51
slavery, 134, 148, 173
small town life, 202
social classes, 88–89
Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators, 230
soldiers, 151
space and time, 118
space exploration, 18, 113–114
spiders, 211
spies, 119, 203
sports, 209
squirrels, 89, 187
statesmen, 169
stepmothers, 156
stereotypes and prejudices, 13–14
stories of the past, 145–146
storytelling, 146, 191–192
superheroes, 187
supernatural, 97, 99, 104, 105, 106, 113, 137, 189, 220
survival, 62, 81, 89, 92, 118–119, 122, 203–204
swamps, 80
swans, 93

T
Taiwanese Americans, 56–57
tall tales, 139, 141
teacher-student relationships, 67–68, 221
teachers, 123
technology, 175
teddy bears, 207
Texas history (19th century), 154
text complexity, 5
theater, 56–57, 147–148
Thebes, Egypt, 122–123
thesaurus of English words and phrases, 167
Theseus (Greek mythology), 130
time travel, 29–30, 100, 122–123, 125–126, 147–148, 151, 159
tiny people, 79–80, 88
toads, 27–28
toilets, 176
toys, 70, 82, 207
traditional tales, 127–128
transitional books, 17–18
travels and voyages, 90–91, 93–94, 103–194, 121, 123
tree frogs, 21–22
tree houses, 29–30, 122–123
Tree of Jesse, 135–136
Trojan War, 141–142
trolls, 133
trucks, 193
tree houses, 29–30, 122–123
Twain, Mark (1835–1910), 172–173
twins, 25, 27

U
uncles, 195
underground readers, 2
United States, folklore from, 134, 139, 141
United States history
1912, 160–161
Great Depression - 1929, 160, 200–201
1920s, 158–159
18th century, 86
19th century, 148, 149–150, 198
20th century, 161
U.S. Navy, 55–56

V
vacations, 28, 48–49, 124, 149
vampire bats, 122
vampires, 190
Vermeer, Johannes (1632–1675), 216
Vermont, 48
verse, novels in, 35, 77
Vikings, 185–186
visual poetry, 36–37
volcanoes, 123
voyages and travels, 90–91, 93–94, 103–194, 121, 123
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**W**  
Wagner, Honus (1874–1955), 151  
war, 193  
war on terrorism (2001–2009), 165–166  
Washington, D.C., 185  
Washington (state) fiction, 153  
Washington (state) history-20th century, 154–155  
Welsh folklore, 131  
Welsh mythology, 112  
wetland conservation, 181  
wetland ecology, 181  
Wheatley, Phillis (1753–1784), 173  
Whittington, Richard (1354–1423), 215  
wild flowers, 34  
winter, 42–43  
Wisconsin, 54  
wishes, 100  
witches, 95, 98–99, 102, 107–108, 190–191  
wizards, 96, 108–109, 116  
wolves, 203–204  
women, 143  
words, 167  
words, new, 67–68  
world poetry, 39–40, 42  
World War I (1914–1918), 151–152, 157  
World War II (1939–1945)  
concentration camps in the United States, 154–155  
generally, 155  
Jews’ rescue, 155–156  
United States, 157–158  

**Y**  
Yeti, 103–104  
Yorkshire, Great Britain, 199  

**Z**  
Zimbabwe, 209
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- American Tall Tales (Osborne), 139
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- Andersen, Hans Christian, 129
- Anderson, M. T., 164
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Atinuke, 18  
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Babbitt, Natalie, 146  
*Babe: The Gallant Pig* (King-Smith), 85  
*The Bad Beginning* (Snicket), 223–224  
*Bad News for Outlaws: The Remarkable Life of Bass Reeves, Deputy U.S. Marshall* (Nelson), 178  
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Bass, Hester, 165  
*The Bat-Poet* (Jarrell), 84  
*The Battle of the Labyrinth* (Riordan), 125  
*A Bear Called Paddington* (Bond), 198–199

Because of Winn-Dixie (DiCamillo), 202  
Beezus and Ramona (Cleary), 50–51  
Ben and Me: A New and Astonishing Life of Benjamin Franklin as Written by His Good Mouse, Amos (Lawson), 86  
Benny and Penny in the Big No-No! (Hayes), 9  
*Beowulf: A Hero’s Tale Retold* (Rumford), 140  
*The Best Christmas Pageant Ever* (Robinson), 194  
*Best Friends Forever* (DiCamillo and McGhee), 22  
*The Best Halloween Ever* (Robinson), 194  
*The Best School Year Ever* (Robinson), 194  
*Betsy and Tacy Go Downtown* (Lovelace), 72  
*Betsy and Tacy Go over the Big Hill* (Lovelace), 72  
*Betsy Tacy and Tib* (Lovelace), 72  
*Betsy-Tacy* (Lovelace), 72  
*Bewitched* (Dahl), 186  
*Bink and Gollie* (DiCamillo and McGhee), 22  
*The Birchbark House* (Erdrich), 149–150  
Birdsall, Jeanne, 48  
*The Birthday Ball* (Lowry), 192  
*Birthday Blues* (English), 68  
Bishop, Rudine Sims, 13  
*The Black Cauldron* (Alexander), 112  
Black, Holly, 99  
*Black Ships Before Troy: The Story of The Iliad* (Sutcliff), 141–142  
Blackwood, Sage, 96  
*Blizzard!: The Storm That Changed America* (Murphy), 158  
*A Blossom Promise* (Byars), 50  
*The Blossoming Universe of Violet Diamond* (Woods), 212  
*The Blossoms and the Green Phantom* (Byars), 50  
*The Blossoms Meet the Vulture Lady* (Byars), 50  
*Bo at Ballard Creek* (Hill), 152–153  
*The Boggart and the Monster* (Cooper), 97  
*The Boggart* (Cooper), 97  
Bond, Michael, 198  
*The Book of Three* (Alexander), 112  
*The Borrowers Afield* (Norton), 88  
*The Borrowers Afloat* (Norton), 88  
*The Borrowers Aloft* (Norton), 88  
*The Borrowers Avenged* (Norton), 88  
*The Borrowers* (Norton), 88  
Boston, L. M., 147  
*The Boston Tea Party* (Freedman), 170
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- **The Boxcar Children** (Warner), 62
- **A Boy Called Slow** (Bruchac), 166
- Boyce, Frank Cottrell, 96, 101
- Branford, Anna, 49
- *Brave Irene* (Steig), 126
- *Bridge to Terabithia* (Paterson), 15, 75–76
- Brink, Carol Ryrie, 14
- Brown, Don, 165–166
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- Bruchac, Joseph, 166
- Bryan, Ashley, 34
- Bryant, Jen, 167
- *Bubble in the Bathtub* (Nesbø), 193
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- *Bugs, Bogs, Bats, and Books* (Isaacs), 11, 164
- *Bunnicula: A Rabbit-Tale of Mystery* (Howe and Howe), 190
- *Bunnicula Meets Edgar Allan Crow* (Howe), 190
- *Bunnicula Strikes Again!* (Howe), 190
- Burnett, Frances Hodgson, 199
- *Busybody Nora* (Hurvitz), 26
- Butterworth, Oliver, 185
- *By the Great Horn Spoon!* (Fleischman), 187–188
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### C

- **Caddie Woodlawn** (Brink), 14
- **Caddy Ever After** (McKay), 60
- **Caddy’s World** (Mckay), 60
- Calcutt, David, 130
- *The Calder Game* (Balliett), 216
- *Caleb’s Story* (MacLachlan), 156
- *Calvin Coconut: Trouble Magnet* (Salisbury), 76
- *Cam Jansen: The Mystery of the Stolen Diamonds* (Adler), 214
- Cam Jansen series, 213
- Cameron, Ann, 20
- Cameron, Eleanor, 113
- Campbell, Sarah C., 9
- Captain Underpants (Pilkey), 183
- Carroll, Lewis, 216
- *Cartwheeling in Thunderstorms* (Rundell), 209
- *The Case of the Stolen Sixpence* (Webb), 225–226
- *Castle: How It Works* (Macaulay and Keenan), 175, 176
- *The Castle of Lyr* (Alexander), 112
- *Cathedral: The Story of Its Construction* (Macaulay), 174–175
- *Cats in the Doll Shop* (McDonough), 157
- Catwings (Le Guin), 86–87
- Catwings Return (Le Guin), 87
- *The Celery Stalks at Midnight* (Howe), 190
- Chabon, Michael, 133
- *Charlie and the Chocolate Factory* (Dahl), 98
- *Charlie and the Great Glass Elevator* (Dahl), 98
- *Charlotte’s Web* (White), 211
- *Charmed Life* (Jones), 110
- *Chasing Vermeer* (Balliett), 216, 218
- Cheng, Andrea, 66
- Chickadee (Erdrich), 150
- Childhood of Famous Americans series, 11
- *The Children of Green Knowe* (Boston), 147
- *Children’s Book-a-Day Almanac* (Silvey), 229
- *Chimneys of Green Knowe* (Boston), 147
- Chin, Jason, 167–168
- *Chitty Chitty Bang Bang: The Magical Car* (Fleming), 100–101
- *Chitty Chitty Bang Bang and the Race Against Time* (Boyce), 97
- *Chitty Chitty Bang Bang Flies Again* (Boyce), 96–97
- *Chitty Chitty Bang Bang Over the Moon* (Boyce), 97
- *Cicadas! Strange and Wonderful* (Pringle), 179
- Cleary, Beverly, 50, 67, 200
- *Clementine: Friend of the Week* (Pennypacker), 208
- Clements, Andrew, 67
- Collins, Suzanne, 114
- *Comet in Moominland* (Jansson), 120
- *The Complete Adventures of Peter Rabbit* (Potter), 90
- *The Complete Book of the Flower Fairies* (Barker), 34
- *Completely Fantastical Edition* (DiTerlizzi and Black), 99
- *Conrad’s Fate* (Jones), 110
- Cooper, Susan, 97, 115, 131, 147
- *Coral Reefs* (Chin), 168
- *Coraline* (Gaiman), 118
- Coville, Bruce, 51
- Cowell, Cressida, 185
- Cox, Judy, 21
- *Crazy Horse’s Vision* (Bruchac), 166
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